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1 Introduction and SummaryAn industrial client was interested in the spatial and temporal distributionof temperature across a metal plate. Process engineers believe that main-taining a constant temperature across this plate is critical to the quality ofthe product. In order to maintain a constant temperature the engineers haveinstalled a feedback control system which regulates the temperature of themetal plate by regulating the ow of an electric current through the plate.To assess the uniformity of the temperature distribution, to assess theadequacy of the control system, and to consider additional control systemsand strategies the engineers designed a specially instrumented version of themetal plate. Data were collected from this special plate under various testconditions over time intervals that corresponded to a natural cycle in theproduction process. The data were analyzed by a variety of traditional sta-tistical methods. These analyses showed that under the test conditions thetemporal variation in temperature at some points on the plate was nearlyforty times the variation at the control points. The spatial variation in tem-perature under the test conditions across the whole plate during the naturalcycle of the process was nearly four hundred times the variation at the controlpoints. In order to more clearly understand the spatial-temporal variationin temperature a graphical data animation method was developed to displaythe spatial and temporal distribution of temperature over the entire surfaceof the metal plate. We have created a videotape which displays the spatial-temporal distribution of temperature over the plate under several di�erenttest conditions.In Section 2 we provide a brief overview of existing dynamic graphicalmethods. Some general characteristics of data gathered from processes suchas the one we study together with the associated graphical needs are dis-cussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe in some detail the particularmanufacturing process we are working with and the means by which datawere gathered from the process. We describe the method we used to �t asmooth function to the data and describe the dynamic graphical display wecreated in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe the resulting display for twospeci�c example data sets. We describe the e�ect on the engineers and theprocess in Section 7. Finally, in an appendix we describe the system used tocreate the display. 2



2 Dynamic Graphical MethodsGraphical methods are widely utilized for the analysis of data and are invalu-able for the presentation of results. Univariate and bivariate data are easilydisplayed. E�ective display of higher dimensional data presents a challenge.Usually displays of higher dimensional data are presented by projecting into(or conditioning on) a two-dimensional subspace. Often, a sequence of sub-spaces are displayed creating a dynamic display. Generally, dynamic graph-ical displays provide an enormous increase in the amount of informationconveyed to the viewer compared to static displays.A basic problem with either dynamic or static displays of multidimen-sional data is the selection of which two-dimensional subspaces to use. Onegeneral technique which has been fairly widely used is the \Grand Tour,"see [1]; this method and other similar methods provides a smooth sequenceof projections for viewing and thus lend themselves naturally to dynamicdisplays. A more recent study of projection methods which speci�cally con-siders the interactive approach to dynamic graphics is [6]. A basic drawbackof projection methods relates to dimensionality; as the number of dimensionsin the data increases the number of projections which need to be viewed tomaintain the same minimum angle between projections increases exponen-tially.An alternative approach to high-dimensional graphics based on parallelcoordinate plots has been pioneered by [7]; see also, [8]. The basic idea isquite simple: instead of picturing coordinate axes as being orthogonal, dis-play them as parallel. This has the great advantage that a quite large numberof coordinates can be displayed simultaneously and the great disadvantagethat the resulting pictures depend strongly on the ordering of the coordi-nates. Furthermore, since few users have knowledge of projective geometry,interpretation of observed structure in the data is often di�cult.A di�erent approach is based on the scatterplot matrix. A collectionof methods is considered in [2] { identi�cation, deletion, linking, brushing,scaling, and dynamic parameter control { methods by which the user mayinteract with an array of two dimensional scatterplots. These methods, unlikethe projection methods, do not change the original coordinate system. Sincethe number of scatterplots increases with the square of the dimension, thismethod becomes infeasible beyond a very small number of dimensions.Techniques for the dynamic display of multidimensional data are of partic-3



ular interest in statistical applications. The collection [4] edited by Clevelandand McGill contains descriptions of several interactive dynamic graphicalmethods. Unfortunately, all of those methods are only suitable for relativelylow dimensional problems (say, up to 9). With many tens of variables andhundreds of observations (or even larger data sets), a new approach will beneeded to avoid throwing away the bulk of the information for the sake of alow dimensional display.3 Continuous Manufacturing ProcessesContinuous manufacturing processes are typically controlled by a large num-ber (hundreds) of automatic control systems. Consequently data is automat-ically collected on a large number of variables at regular intervals. To datevery little e�ort has been made to simultaneously examine all (or even a rea-sonable fraction) of these variables for their e�ect on the typical productionprocess.Continuous production control is vital in the aluminum, steel, glass, andchemical industries, among others. For these applications, process controltypically involves 20 to 200 control variables, and perhaps 10 to 100 quality(response) variables are recorded. The quality variables often form eitherindividual time series or a set of repeated measures, and these features fre-quently apply to the control variables as well. The objective of the controlis to monitor and adjust the process to ensure that the quality measures ofthe products meet the speci�cations of the customers. A basic di�culty insuch control problems is that the available information relating control andquality variables is typically obtained during product manufacture, and thusis observational in character. Designed experiments are extremely di�cult,due to the very large number of control variables and the practical di�cultiesof perturbing a large scale industrial process.The large number of control variables means that any sort of statisticalanalysis is working at the very edge of what is possible. A typical analysiswould be based on a nonparametric model (simply because the structureof such large data sets is unlikely to be clearly described by a parametricmodel). Nonparametric modeling consists of1. Data Smoothing. Multivariate smoothing procedures for serially corre-lated data; and 4



2. Data Modeling. Fitting and evaluating competing adaptive (and usu-ally additive) nonparametric or semiparametric high-dimensional mod-els that incorporate variance stabilizing transformations, general low-order interaction terms, categorical data and prior knowledge on func-tional relationships.Both of these steps are going to require the use of dynamic graphics. Herewe utilize dynamic graphics for the �rst of the steps. Because of the hugecomputational requirements of the smoothing that is required in the partic-ular problem we are considering we are led to the use of dynamic graphicsthat are not interactive. This point will be discussed further below.4 Our DataBecause the industrial client has asked that the details of their productionprocess remain con�dential, that process will not be described in any detailhere. The process generates product on a continuous basis and the productis collected into units for further processing and shipment to the customer.A unit is \�lled" during approximately thirty minutes of production time.The crucial aspect of the process that we are focusing on here concerns thespatial and temporal distribution of temperature across a thin rectangularmetal plate. The plate is oriented with its faces horizontal and the productows vertically through a large number (thousands) of small holes in theplate and enters its �nal physical state. A diagram of the plate as seen fromabove is given in Figure 1. The dots in the diagram indicate the locationsof thermocouples used for gathering test data and will be described furtherbelow.Process engineers believe that it is essential to have the temperature main-tained at a constant (in time) uniformly (in space) over the surface of theplate. The mass ow rate of the product is proportional to temperature (overa narrow range of operating temperatures). Consequently uniformity of thetemperature (in time) increases uniformity of the product. Furthermore, uni-formity (in space) of the temperature improves process e�ciency. Of course,there is a temperature gradient over the plate because of the detailed physicalstructure that is a necessary aspect of the production process and becauseof boundary (of the plate) conditions. These boundary conditions are notonly at the four edges but also the two faces of the plate. Additionally, the5
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C D EFigure 1: Schematic of the Metal Plate Showing Locations of Thermocouplesand Electrical Conductorsreplacement of a production unit when full with a new empty unit introducestransient temperature e�ects on the metal plate. For temperatures outsidethe operating range, the process simply fails to produce the desired product.The temperature of the plate is a�ected by three main factors:1. the ow of product down through holes in the plate;2. the (uncontrolled) ow of air across the external (bottom) surface ofthe plate from front to back;3. the (controlled) ow of electric current horizontally from right to leftthrough the plate.The project described in this paper is a portion of one of the earlier parts of alarger long term e�ort to understand the contributions of each of these threefactors to the spatial-temporal behavior of the temperature of the plate. Ul-timately, one might hope to describe the spatial distribution of temperatureacross the plate by use of the heat equation (a partial di�erential equation)subject to the boundary conditions on the four edges and two faces of theplate. We are a long way from doing that successfully and are rather in adescriptive and mildly exploratory mode of study of the plate.To achieve an approximately constant mass ow rate (and hence unifor-mity of the product) the present control system consists of two thermocou-ples measuring the temperature at points near the front edge of the plate.The two locations are indicated by large dots in Figure 1. The use of two6



thermocouples is an improvement over the previous use of only one controlthermocouple. The reason these locations are on the front of the plate ispartly historical (that is where the single thermocouple had been located)and partly for convenience. Also, since the air ow is from front to back,changes in the air ow will be noticed more rapidly by the control systemif the thermocouples are near the front. The left to right locations werechosen for geometric symmetry. The outputs of the two thermocouples areadded by a process controller which raises the amperage of a 6 volt electriccurrent through the plate (and, because of electrical resistance, the temper-ature) when the measured temperature falls (and lowers the amperage whenthe temperature rises). In Figure 1 the vertical bars at the right end of theplate indicate where the electric current enters the plate (identi�ed with theletter I); the vertical bars at the left end indicate where it leaves the plate(identi�ed with the letter O). The gap between the two bars at each end wasan earlier attempt to make the temperature more uniform across the plate.When the bar had extended across the entire end of the plate there was aconsiderably hotter region in the middle of each end of the plate.The process engineers believed that the control system was able to main-tain the control points within plus or minus one-half degree of the desiredtemperature. Examination of the temperature measurements from those twothermocouples con�rm this.Process engineers were interested in developing a more detailed under-standing of the temporal and spatial distribution of the temperature forseveral reasons. If the temperature distribution were better understood itshould be possible:1. to develop ow control �ns to direct air at the \hot spots" on the plate;2. to change the detailed structure of the plate to reduce variations in theresistivity (and hence temperature) of the plate; and3. to develop a more complex electric control system to maintain a moreuniform temperature.To gather that information the process engineers designed a special metalplate with 72 thermocouples in addition to the control thermocouples (bring-ing the total to 74) at various locations on the plate. The particular locationswere dictated by the structure of the plate and the conditions of the produc-tion process. Subject to these binding constraints, the locations were chosen7



so that the distance from any point on the plate to the nearest thermocouplewas small. The result was, unfortunately, not a regular pattern. Figure 1uses small dots to indicate the locations on the plate of the 72 additionalthermocouples.The part of the project described in this paper was focusing on the e�ect ofchanging the current ow through portions of the metal plate. One interestwas in determining the time period during which the temperature of theplate would complete its change in response to a change in the current (thetime constant of the plate in engineering jargon). A related interest was indetermining the behavior of the control system in response to these changes.The speci�c objective of the whole project was to develop a new controlsystem which would provide more precise spatial and temporal uniformity ofthe temperature of the plate.There are �ve short dark bars on the edges of the plate in Figure 1, two inthe back identi�ed with the letters A and B and three in the front identi�edwith the letters C, D, and E. These bars indicate the locations of auxiliarycurrent taps which were installed on this special plate for the speci�c purposeof altering the current ow through the plate. Various test conditions werecreated by connecting two of these taps together. This provided an alternateow path for the electric current. Approximately 1% of the maximum avail-able control current would follow one of these alternate paths when available.This small change in the current was su�cient to cause profound changes inthe heat distribution across the plate.Data were gathered automatically during continuous operation of the pro-cess under various test conditions from the 74 thermocouples (which includedthe two which were used to control the process). The temperature at eachthermocouple was determined by averaging the output of a digital voltmeterover 100 powerline cycles (60 cycles per second). The result was stored in twobytes of binary data. The time interval between observations was determinedby the overall capabilities of the data gathering equipment and remained con-stant at approximately 6 seconds throughout. Data were gathered for 300time intervals. This time period corresponds to the production of a singleunit of product. Note that 30 minutes � 60 seconds/minute := 300 intervals� 6 seconds/interval. This data gathering process was repeated a number oftimes under varying conditions resulting in several data sets.There are 74 � 300 = 22; 000 observations in each data set and at leastas many ways to think about, visualize, and model these data. Although in8
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Figure 2: Time Series Plot of Output from Typical Thermocoupleone sense we have 74 variables, in another sense we have only three variables(two giving a position on the plate and the third the temperature at thatlocation). Because of this special spatial aspect of these data we are notnecessarily faced with the usual problems of very high-dimensional data (74dimensions in this case).The data sets were �rst examined using standard techniques. Time seriesplots were made for the data from each thermocouple. A typical such plot(from the A-D test described in Section 6) is given in Figure 2. The verticalscale is given (for con�dentiality reasons) as an arbitrary linear transforma-tion of temperature and the horizontal scale is given as the number of 6second time intervals.A two-way analysis of variance was calculated with the two factors beingtime and thermocouple number with a single observation in each cell. Itquickly became apparent that the temperature on the plate remained con-stant neither in time nor in space, although, at the two locations where thecontroller thermocouples measured the temperature it did remain approxi-mately constant. Several other standard statistical analyses were performedand graphical displays were generated which showed, roughly speaking, thatthe temperature at some locations on the plate under these test conditionsvaried over time by as much as plus or minus twenty degrees from a typi-cal value at that location (this should be compared with the plus or minusone-half degree variation at the control points. These studies also showed9



that over time within a data set the temperature across the plate could varyby as much as plus or minus two hundred degrees from nominal under thesetest conditions. The spatial variation was typically one order of magnitudegreater than the temporal variation. This had an important inuence on theparticular dynamic display we created. These studies also showed that overa long period of time (corresponding to a number of separate data sets) theoutput of certain of the individual thermocouples became noisier and nois-ier. Eventually there was no information at all from certain thermocouplesbecause the recorded values for the particular thermocouple were so erratic(or because the thermocouple ceased conducting current). When the outputof an individual thermocouple became su�ciently degraded we ignored it inall future data sets.5 Designing a DisplayThe process engineers were interested in viewing the temperature distribu-tion across the plate as a function in time, corresponding exactly to thereal physical situation. Consequently, we are interested in �tting a functionf(x; y; t) of the two spatial coordinates (x; y) and the one time coordinate(t) to the 74� 300 observations and making a visual display of the function.There are three obvious approaches to �tting a smooth function of (x; y; t)to these data:� Smoothing a piecewise constant function where each piece is some con-tiguous (x; y; t) region around a particular thermocouple at a particulartime and the constant is the observed temperature;� Estimating a smooth function from a nonparametric statistical modelbased on the three variables by, e.g., Loess [3] or MARS [5] (We didnot seriously consider any parametric models.);� Interpolating a smooth function to the data by kriging or some moredirect technique.Because of the irregular spacing of the thermocouples in space each of thesetypes of methods will be computationally intensive. Additionally, becausewe wish to display the resulting function there will be substantial additionalcomputation. Because the signal to noise ratio in these data is relatively high,10



we believe that any reasonable �tting method will produce qualitatively thesame display. We were led then to choose a �tting method which seemedcomputationally simplest. We chose a variant of kriging to be describedbelow.We decided to display the function of (x; y) at a grid of 120 pixels highby 460 pixels wide and then vary t. This size was roughly proportional tothe actual size of the metal plate. (A pixel is a picture element and is thesmallest individual component that can be displayed.) One reviewer pointedout that it might be very interesting to display the function of (x; t) andvary y or (y; t) and vary x; we agree and intend to do so when the resourcesare available. We decided to record the dynamic display on videotape andwe decided to use color to indicate the value of the function. The standardtelevision signal (in the U.S.) has 30 frames per second. Consequently, if wewish to have a videotape that lasts two and one-half minutes (150 seconds)we will have to determine the color of 150 � 30 � 120 � 460 pixels from the74 � 300 observations. The amount of calculation required for even a linearfunction from the observations to the pixels is astounding. The selection of150 seconds as a target for the length of the dynamic display is based on ourexperience that:� Anything less than about two minutes would have more than two timeintervals per second and would complete much too rapidly for thought-ful viewing;� Anything more than about four minutes would move too slowly andthe viewer would tend to lose interest.In some of our data sets there was a great deal of \action" and we laterdecided to slow them down a bit. In other of our data sets there was verylittle action and we decided to speed those up a bit.5.1 Our Fitting MethodFor computational simplicity we chose a variant of kriging. The basic tech-nique of kriging can be illustrated using the following example. Let s standfor a generic point (x; y; t) and assume f(s) to be a zero-mean stationaryGaussian process with covariance function (h). The available data consistof the f(si); i = 1; : : : ; n. The object of interest is f(s0) for several values of11



s0. The best linear unbiased predictor for f(s) is f̂ (s) = Pi aif(si). It canbe obtained by minimizingvar(f̂(s0)� f(s0)) = a�aT � 0aT + (0)where � = (�ij); i = 1; : : : n; j = 1; : : : n;�ij = Cov(f(si); f(sj)) = (si � sj);0 = ((s0 � s1); : : : ; (s0 � sn);and a = (a1; : : : ; an);subject to the constraint Pni=1 ai = 1. That is equivalent to solving a set oflinear equations a� = 0 (1)under the same constraint. If a trend is present in the process it can be esti-mated �rst and then the above procedure could be applied to the residuals.In our application we need to estimate the temperature over the surface ofthe plate and in time. Taking the size of the image to be 120�460 = 55; 200pixels, and having n = 74 � 300 = 22; 200 (74 points in space and 300 timepoints) observations, we have to solve the 22200 � 22200-dimensional Equa-tion (1) 55; 200�4500 = 248; 400; 000 times (150 seconds � 30 frames/second= 4500). This is an unrealistic amount of computation. However, substantialsimpli�cations are possible.� Because the human eye does a certain amount of smoothing in time(due to its psychophysical properties) we decided to �t a functionf(x; y) at each time t = 1; : : : ; 300 and then interpolate each pixel lin-early in time to the 14 frames intermediate between each consecutivepair of data frames (150 seconds � 30 frames/second � 300 intervals= 15 frames/interval). This reduces the dimension of Equation 1 to74 � 74 and the number of solutions to 55,200. It adds the compu-tational cost of the linear interpolation of intermediate frames. Webelieve that this is a reasonable way to proceed because the eye doesnot detect variation in time as easily as variation in space.12



� We wished to avoid trying to estimate and invert a 74 by 74 covari-ance matrix for each pixel. Because the signal to noise ratio seemedquite high, we felt that many reasonable linear combinations of theobservations would produce a good �t. Thus, we simply chose weightsfaig of the form exp(� � d(Ti; Pj)) where d(�; �) is Euclidean distancein the plane, Ti represents the ith thermocouple, Pj represents the jthpixel, and  is a single \smoothing" parameter. If we don't count thecost of computing, storing, and recovering each of the 74� 55; 200 � 4million weights, then the amount of computation is about 8 millionoating point operations per frame or roughly 2.5 billion oating pointoperations for the 300 \data" frames.� To reduce this computational burden further we decided to �t the lin-ear combination to a regular grid of \pseudothermocouples" and theninterpolate (using a product of linear splines) from these pseudother-mocouples to the pixels within each rectangle of the regular grid. Wechose a regular 7 � 25(= 175) subgrid of the 120 � 460 pixel grid forthe pseudothermocouples.Even with all these simpli�cations there is still a substantial amount ofcalculation. For each of the 300 data frames, a weighted least squares estima-tor of the temperature was calculated at each of the 175 pseudothermocouples(from the temperatures of the 74 irregularly placed thermocouples). Aftersome limited experimentation we chose the value of  = :040: This stronglylimits the e�ect (on the estimated value at a particular pseudothermocou-ple) of the observed values at any thermocouples much further away than theclosest one. Next a product of linear splines was interpolated to the pixelswithin each rectangle of the regular grid of pseudothermocouples. Finallywe interpolated linearly in time for each of the 14 intermediate video framesbetween each consecutive pair of \data" frames.Recall that the spatial variation in the data is ten times as great as thetemporal variation at any �xed point in space. This means that any dynamicdisplay which does not somehow remove the spatial variation would not revealvery much (if any) of the temporal variation. We chose to combine two viewsof the plate: one static view showing a typical state and one dynamic viewshowing the deviations from that typical state.An example of the actual graphical display is given in Figure 3. Thedetails of the corresponding test conditions will be described in Section 6.13



Figure 3: Time Interval 255 for C-O and A-D Test
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There are three regions in the display. The lower of the two rectangular re-gions is static. It displays the median (across time) temperature. We appliedour kriging variant to these medians. The locations of the thermocouplesused for �tting are indicated in white and the locations of the electrodesand current taps are indicated in black. The locations of the thermocouplesin Figure 3 can be compared to Figure 1 to observe which thermocoupleshave failed. The upper rectangular region displays the deviation from thatmedian. We applied our kriging variant to each of the 300 sets of residu-als. Thus, in the dynamic display the lower region remains constant and theupper region changes with time. The middle region represents a time seriesplot of the median (of the thermocouples at each time point). A tick markindicates each 50 time intervals (roughly 5 minutes). A vertical bar moveshorizontally through the time series plot. The position of the bar indicatesthe time location of the particular frame. A reference color scale is givenat the very bottom of the display. The numbers below the scale refer tothe lower region of the display. To preserve con�dentiality they have beensubjected to a linear transformation. The numbers above the scale refer tothe residuals displayed in the upper region and are given in degrees.6 Two Example Data SetsWe now consider two example data sets. Each data set contained severaloutliers, and a few of the thermocouples had much larger variability than theothers even after we removed the data corresponding to failed thermocouples.To remove the obvious \spikes" in the data we ran the output of each ther-mocouple through a \running median of �ve" �lter. The increased variabilitywas an early indication of thermocouple failure. We used our judgment todecide when a thermocouple was su�ciently degraded to call it failed andremoved it from all future data sets.6.1 First ExampleOur �rst example considers a data set collected during a test when a shuntwas connected between auxiliary current taps A and D. At time intervalnumber 50 auxiliary current taps A and D were connected together (seeFigure 1) providing an alternate path for the electric current and at time15



interval 200 the shunt was removed. Figure 4 displays the temperature atthe moment when the shunt was connected. Thus, the sum of the upperand lower regions of the display can be considered a typical pattern for thismetal plate. Remember, of course, that the lower region is the median over atime period including the test conditions so that neither of the two individualregions may actually display a typical pattern.There are clearly visible small cooler regions in the lower static part ofthe display near the current taps labeled A, B, and C (and somewhat lessvisible regions around current taps D and E). This cooling is presumed to becaused by the heat conducted away by the current tap even when there is noelectric current owing through the tap. Also a typical hot region betweenthe two legs of the input conductor and down the middle of the plate can beeasily observed.In the upper dynamic part of the �gure the hotter region roughly betweenA and D is an artifact of our decomposition of the data. Notice that in thestatic part of the display this region is slightly cooler (because this is theregion that was cooled by shunting the current). Because the overall (time)temperature was cooler, at this time the residuals appear hotter.In the time series plot in the middle one can observe typical \ringing"behavior when the current is intially shunted via the auxiliary tap at timeinterval 50. This is followed by a fairly steady change to the new state untilthe shunt is removed at time interval 200. Again there is a slight ringing.The test ended before the entire plate had returned to standard conditions.Figure 5 displays the temperature at the moment when the shunt wasdisconnected. The static part of the display is naturally the same as Figure 4.The dynamic part of the display clearly shows the cooler region caused by theshunt. The cooler region between the current taps is not exactly rectangular.This corresponds (we presume) to the region where the current has a reducedow.6.2 Second ExampleOur second example consists of two �gures in addition to Figure 3 from the C-O and A-D test. In this particular test a conductor was connected betweenthe auxiliary current tap labeled C and the output conductor labeled Oduring the period from time interval 115 to the end of the test. Additionallya conductor was connected between tap D and tap C during the period from16



Figure 4: Time Interval 50 for A-D Test
17



Figure 5: Time Interval 200 for A-D Test
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time intervals 115 and 260. Figure 6 displays the temperature at the momentwhen both the shunts were connected. Figure 4 displays the temperaturewhen the A-D shunt was disconnected. Figure 7 displays the temperature atthe end of the test.Remembering that the control system is able to hold the average temper-ature of the two control points approximately constant, from the time seriesplot in the middle region, one can see that initially the control system isable to respond adequately to the drop in temperature caused by the shunts.Then, however, the median temperature over the whole plate drops over aperiod of about �ve minutes to a new level.Again, there are clearly visible small cooler regions in the static part ofthe display near the current taps labeled A, B, C, and E (and somewhat lessvisible region around tap D).In the upper (dynamic) regions of the three �gures, one can see the (dra-matic) e�ect of the shunts. In Figure 6 there is no particularly cool region.In Figure 3, one can see two apparently hotter regions on the left near thelocations of the current taps A and C. This is caused by the fact that overthe whole test the median temperature in those regions is cooler than nearbyareas (as can be seen in the lower static region of the �gure). The electricshunts clearly explain why the region between O and D is cooler than therest. In Figure 7 the region between A and D has recovered to the standardtemperature but the region between C and O remains cool. These e�ects arevisually striking on the videotape.7 DiscussionUnfortunately, attempts to display dynamic graphics on the static page aredoomed to failure, so we have not even tried to convey the real sense of whatthe displays associated with these particular data look like. Nevertheless, weare convinced that the main message in these data sets is conveyed by thedynamic displays. Furthermore, it seems unlikely that this message can betransmitted to the process engineers (or senior management) in any otherway that would be as persuasive.The e�ect of the dynamic graphics on the process engineers was imme-diate. First, they began many tests of various methods to control the airow across the metal plate in order to reduce the spatial variation of the19



Figure 6: Time Interval 115 for C-O and A-D Test
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Figure 7: Time Interval for C-O and A-D Test
21
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• • •Figure 8: New Locations of Thermocouples for Process Controltemperature. Variations of these tests included the introduction of \�ns" toredirect the air ow across the plate. These tests are continuing.Second, they ran a number of tests to �nd the best locations for the smallnumber of thermocouples that can be used in the actual production process.These tests resulted in a decision to utilize a control system based on sixthermocouples. This number was based in part on cost considerations andalso on the di�culty of installing thermocouples anywhere other than thefront edge of the plate. Given the choice of six thermocouples, the locationswere determined by (a) historical considerations, (b) geometric symmetry,and (c) the di�culty of locations other than the front edge mentioned above.Figure 8 shows the locations of the six thermocouples. The weights in thelinear combination of the six thermocouples used to control the electric cur-rent have not yet been �nally determined. By the geometric symmetry, foroverall control the three in the front should receive equal weights as shouldthe three in the center. The relative weightings of the center three to theedge three is the subject of further study. There are presently eight in-plantversions of the new control system under evaluation. The engineers havebuilt a complex system to provide local control of the electric current acrossthe plate. This allows independent control of the temperature by automaticshunting of current across three roughly equal disjoint regions of the plate.Tests are currently under way to evaluate various control strategies.We have been working with the process engineers on this project for aboutthree years. We expect these tests (and our visualization of their results) tocontinue for some time (years) into the future and we expect that within a22
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Figure 9: Schematic of the Graphics Equipmentfew years the spatial-temporal variation of the temperature of the plate willbe less than plus or minus ten degrees under these extreme test conditions.A copy of a videotape containing the displays generated to date is avail-able from the authors at cost. The tape contains about twenty minutes ofvideo and is on VHS tape in the NTSC (standard in the US and Japan)format.Appendix: Making a VideotapeThe schematic of our equipment presented in Figure 9 may help in un-derstanding the following discussion.We have a DEC VAX 3200 color graphics workstation (labeled VAX inFigure 9), with an optional Peritek frame bu�er (labeled VIDEO in Figure 9).23



The frame bu�er generates an RGB (Red, Green, Blue) television signal withNTSC compatible timing. NTSC composite video is the standard televisionsignal in the United States, Canada, and Japan. The RGB video signal issent to a Bosch NTSC color encoder (labeled NTSC in Figure 9); the encoderconverts the RGB video into composite video.Another essential part of the TV system is a Sony VO-5850 Umatic videotape recorder (VTR) which uses 3/4 in. videotapes (labeled UMATIC inFigure 9), and has special editing capabilities. A prerecorded time codeon the videotape allows the Umatic VTR to locate individual video framesand is used to control the editing of individual frames onto the videotapein place of the black images. Animation (the dynamic graphical display) iscreated by editing successive video frames onto the tape, which are replayedat the rate of thirty frames per second. The control signals for editing aresent to the VTR by a Diaquest controller (labeled CTRL in Figure 9) whichresides in an IBM personal computer (labeled PC in Figure 9). The PC alsocontains a vide sync generator (labeled SYNC in Figure 9). This signal isused to maintain synchronization of the video signal in the various separatecomponents of the system.The Diaquest controller receives instructions from a program running onthe VAX workstation via a serial line to the PC. Such a program createsa digitized image, loads it into the video frame bu�er that generates theRGB video signal, and issues an editing instruction to the control unit inthe PC. The control unit translates this instruction into control signals thatare sent to the Umatic VTR, which in turn edits a frame onto the videotapeat the correct point. This cycle is repeated until all the frames comprisingthe animation sequence have been successively created and recorded on thevideotape.The video equipment is completed by a VHS video cassette recorder (la-beled VHS in Figure 9), which is used to transfer animations created onUmatic videotapes onto conventional VHS videotapes, and a Trinitron colormonitor (labeled TV MONITOR in Figure 9) that can display both RGBcomponent video signal and NTSC composite video signal. Additionally,there is a 35mm �lm recorder (labeled SLIDE CAMERA) which allows ac-curate photographs of the VAX monitor.The actual sequence of events during the recording begins when the pro-gram running on the VAX loads an image into the Peritek frame bu�er. Theprogram then sends an editing command to the Diaquest controller in the24



PC which in turns sends the instructions to the Umatic VTR. The UmaticVTR starts to roll the tape. The Umatic VTR typically discovers that itscurrent location is further down the tape than the requested location. Itstops rolling and rewinds the tape to a point at least 90 frames prior to therequested location and then starts to roll the tape again. When the tapereaches the correct location the image is inserted onto the tape in place ofthe prerecorded (black) image and the tape stops. This entire cycle takesapproximately twenty to thirty seconds to execute, assuming the image isdelivered to the frame bu�er instantly. Consequently, just the mechanics ofrecording one minute of dynamic graphics (1800 frames) takes approximately15 hours. The software for rendering the images and controlling the VTR isdesigned so that the calculations associated with the next image are beingexecuted on the VAX while the PC is controlling the recording of the currentimage. This overlap means that if an individual image can be rendered inless than thirty seconds there is essentially no delay due to the computation.We have recently replaced much of this equipment with a new device,a Sony LVR-5000A laser video disk system. This equipment replaces theBosch NTSC color encoder, the Diaquest controller, and the Umatic video-tape recorder. The main bene�t of the new equipment is that the timeneeded to �nd and record a single frame on a disk is negligible compared tothe approximately thirty seconds required to �nd and record a single frameon tape. An additional bene�t during playback is the ability to instanta-neously jump between arbitrary frames (for comparison), an impossible taskwith tape. Also we can play back the recorded video at many di�erent speeds(which is impossible with tape). We have also moved our calculations fromthe VAXstation to a DECstation 5000/240. This reduces the computationtime by roughly a factor of thirty.References[1] Asimov, D. (1985). The Grand Tour for Viewing Multidimensional Data,SIAM J. Sci. Stat. Comput., 6, 128-143.[2] Becker, R.A., Cleveland,W.S., and Wilks, A.R. (1987). Dynamic Graph-ics for Data Analysis (with discussion), Statistical Science, 2, 355-395.25
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